
A REVOLUTIONARY NFT CONCEPT

The Introduction



CShox The Genesis Drop

This Digital NFT Watch Collection comes with a 
pre-built DApp (Decentralized Application) which 
holders may only utilize.

Echelon Cipher aims to create “Watch as 
Accessories” for the in-coming Metaverse(s).

Holders will be able to bring this art and tech 
strapping it onto their Meta-ID’s in this futuristic 
altered online world.



UTILITY 1 - Real Time
Day, Month, Date

Connected wallet
address ticker

Real time 

1. Connect wallet to the DAPP
2. Shows the CShox holder’s real time 

according to their timezone.
3. Holder’s wallet address ticker for proof 

of ownership.

Visit https://watch.echeloncipher.xyz to see the real thing :)

https://watch.echeloncipher.xyz


UTILITY 2 - Self Design

1. World’s first self-design NFT collection.

2. Holders get to design their origin NFT to any 

design that they desire via the designer tool 

that EC provides.

3. Once the design is finalized, it will be written 

and saved to the Ethereum blockchain, 

reflected also on marketplaces.

Designer tool demo: 

https://designer.echeloncipher.xyz/editor.php?product_base=11

https://designer.echeloncipher.xyz/editor.php?product_base=11


UTILITY 2 - The Designer tool

Templates

Design tools

Designer canvas

Holder’s NFT with its 
own traits and rarity

Pre Designed watch
templates to choose 
from



UTILITY 3 - Retail Partnership Perks for Holders

1. Voucher redemptions with our retail 
partners. 

2. Exclusive perks for holders.
3. Design your CShox with our retail 

partner’s watch design and redeem 
partner perks via our redemption dapp.

4. Driving sales and engagement to retail 
partners - O2O.

5. Walk in-store to redeem real items.
Claim real perks! Flash your 

C-SHOX NFT
mobile Dapp

Visit physical 
store



UTILITY 4 - Secondary Market

1. Buy / Sell / Auction and trade on 
Opensea LooksRare & Rarible

2. More marketplace may be in placed at 
later stage



UTILITY 5 - Ecommerce Retail

1. Gain access to Cipher-Market and 
secure limited goodies/merchandise 
that are offered.

2. Goodies offered ranges from physical 
items and metaverse perks.



UTILITY 6 - Secret Society

1. Gain access to the holders only Forum(Discord) where latest 

Crypto-NFT related matters can be discussed & polled.

2. CShox holders may share and network within the society for 

personal business purposes.

● Encourage discussions.

● Improve communication.

● Increase collaboration.

● Better engagement for internal members.

● Seek assistance and support.

● Help drive usage to your existing business

exploring new markets.
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UTILITY 7 – 
AUGMENTED
REALITY
Connect your mobile camera to 
the Dapp and see a live preview 
of the CShox collection.

CShox



Post Minting & Future Roadmap

Read an exclusive interview between the founders(Jin + Deano) & Buro Malaysia

https://www.buro247.my/watches-and-jewellery/news/project-c-shox-by-echelon-cipher.html

https://www.buro247.my/watches-and-jewellery/news/project-c-shox-by-echelon-cipher.html


TIME WARP Token

UTILITY :
NEW DESIGN for your C-SHOXs via the designer tool. 
Once the design is applied, your CSHOX will “level up” 
creating a whole new rarity level. With rarity comes great 
responsibilities and rewards.

DISTRIBUTION:
C-SHOX holder’s wallet will get an AIRDROP (1 CShox : 4 
TWT) TIME WARP Tokens.

CSHOX #101
Level 1

TIME WARP

CSHOX #101
Level 2

New design +
Level up



ATOM Token
UTILITY :
A new NFT duplicated from your existing NFT. 
Upgrading your existing NFT to include a clock in 
your NFT.
These new NFT’s will be called:-

(Blue Chips by Echelon Cipher)

DISTRIBUTION:
#### tokens. [TBA]
C-SHOX holder’s wallet has priority options.

RARITY:
The clock comes with different rarities symbolizing after 
“mineral stones”.

Imagine a Azuki #4017 duplicated with a working clock 
stamped on it!

In the pipeline for 2023



ECHELON GOLD COIN - Token

This ETH token will be dropped to holders based on the 
ratio of C-Shox tokens they hold. They will be able to see 
it daily accumulating within the DApp but claimable 
once every end of the month.

To make this tokenomics sustainable, 2.5% from the 7.5% 
re-sale royalties will be provided as liquidity to thrive this 
ecosystem. 

The EGC token will be used in the future to procure new 
released watch collections, custom made watches and 
etc products that are offered within the Echelon Cipher 
ecosystem.

In the pipeline for 2023



RENT - 2 - EARN

Rent Your NFT!

Lenders they can send the NFTs they want to rent, to a 

smart contract after determining the daily rental price 

and maximum rental period. 

 

Borrowers then enter how long they want to “own” the NFT, 

paying the cost of the rent plus a collateral amount equal 

to the price of the NFT, which they get back once the NFT is 

returned.

To explore further



See you in the Metaverse


